Overview NIST 800-63-3
CATHERINE SCHULTEN

NIST
NIST DIGITAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES = SP 800-63-3
• https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/

Glossary:
4 documents
• CSP = Credential Service Provider
• Digital Identity Guidelines
• RP = Reliant Party
• Enrollment and Identity Proofing (800-63-3A)
• SP = Special Publication or Service
• Authentication and Lifecycle Management (800-63-3B)
Provider
• Federation and Assertions (800-63-3C)
• IdP = Identity Service Provider
• Subject = identified individual (user)
“800-63 suite provides technical requirements for federal agencies
• Applicant = not yet identified
implementing digital identity services.”
individual
• v3 is a substantial update
• Claimant = not yet authenticated
• Applicable to both Federal agencies and non-federal entities
individual
• IAL, AAL, FAL replaces LOAs
• IAL = Identity Assurance Level
• Terminology change: “authenticator” replaces “token”
• Updated requirements around identity proofing model, remote • AAL = Authentication Assurance Level
• FAL = Federation Assurance Level
identity proofing, account recovery
•

Removal of email as a valid channel for out-of-band
authenticators
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IDENTITY ASSURANCE (IAL)
Expected Outcomes of Identity Proofing:
• Resolve, Validate, Verify
CAN BE PERFORMED:
• In-Person (Physically Present or Supervised Remote)
• Remote (Unsupervised)
IAL1

IAL2

IAL3

Identity is self asserted

Performed remote or in-person
(physically present or supervised remote)

In-Person ONLY (Physically present or
Supervised Remote)

No validation or verification

Identity evidence is collected, confirmed
as being authentic

More identity evidence required

No verification

Strong verification process to ensure that
the identity evidence belongs to the
subject

Superior verification process that the
identity evidence belongs to the subject

Address* confirmation not required

Address is confirmed via enrollment code

Postal address confirmation via mail
return receipt, inspection of address on
identity evidence
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AUTHENTICATION (AAL)
Digital authentication is the process of determining the validity of
one or more authenticators used to claim a digital identity.
Authentication establishes that a subject attempting to access a
digital service is in control of the technologies used to authenticate.
AAL1

AAL2

AAL3

Some assurance that the claimant
controls the authenticator

High confidence the claimant
controls the authenticator

Very high confidence the claimant
controls the authenticator,
cryptographic protocol

SFA or MFA is appropriate

Either an MFA where two factors
execute in a single authN event or a
combination of 2 SFA one of which
is a memorized secret and the
other is something you have

2FA required, Hardware based
token required

Low baseline security controls

Moderate baseline security controls

High baseline security controls

Reauthorization requires
presentation of any 1 factor

Reauthorization requires
presentation of a memorized secret
or biometric

Reauthorization requires
presentation of all factors
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FEDERATION (FAL)
Federation is a process that allows for the conveyance of
authentication and subscriber attribute information across
networked systems.
The FAL are “requirements for how assertions are constructed
and secured for a given transaction. These levels can be
requested by an RP or required by the configuration of both the
RP and the IdP for a given transaction.”
FAL1

FAL2

FAL3

Bearer assertion, signed by IdP

Bearer assertion, signed by IdP
and encrypted to the RP

Holder of key assertion, signed by
IdP and encrypted to the RP

At any FAL, the IdP SHALL ensure that an RP is unable to impersonate the IdP at another RP by protecting the
assertion with a signature and key using approved cryptography
In a proxied federation, communication between the IdP and the RP is intermediated in a way that prevents
direct communication between the two parties.
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TEFCA and NIST 800-63-3
TEFCA requires that QHINs
- Shall perform identity proofing to IAL2 for
their own end users (staff, participants) and
enrolling individuals (patients)
- Shall support AAL2 for End Users and
Individuals to:
-

Enable EHI requests or exchanges
Initiate individual access services (individual’s
right to view or obtain a copy of his or her PHI
from covered entities)

INTEROPERABILITY

- Shall support at least FAL2
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Biometrics in Africa & the Gates
Foundation
HARDY HELBURN

• In Partnership with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, IPRD built a patient matching
system from the ground up with no existing government programs or HIT systems.
• The outcome of the program in South Africa is a system capable of allowing patients to be
matched across clinics, and within a clinic, without dependence on ID or demographics,
even if a patient had traveled to a clinic they had never visited in the past.
• The added value of this system, particularly for the healthcare field, is the ability to
function in remote areas with no internet, using low-cost cell phones making our
products available for all.
• IPRD’s ongoing work incorporates these crucial and fundamental elements while
delivering overall low-cost solutions in South Africa.
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Challenge: Patient tracking without ID
• TB: Accurate Patient ID is critical to tracking progress, identifying effective antibiotic
treatment and avoiding ineffective use of medicines which causes resistance.
• HIV: Avoiding unnecessary re-testing by pulling up past test history. Eliminates costly tests,
allows for treatment sooner.
• Public health system - people get treated whether they have proof of ID or not.
Biometrics is the only way to track key tests and metrics over time for a single patient.
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Unique Patient ID vs Poly-unique Patient ID
Patient ID Example

Non-Unique
Index 1

Unique
Index 1

Condition

Works/ Does not work to
uniquely identify a patient
because…

The same index number
may refer to the same
patient

A given index number does not
uniquely identify a single patient

Index numbers never
repeat

A given index number uniquely
identifies a single patient

Index numbers never
repeat

A given index number uniquely
identifies a single patient…

More than one index
number can refer to the
same patient

… as long as index numbers never
get re-used

Index 2
Poly-unique

Index 1
Index 3
Index 2
Index 4
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The Federated Approach
Match Result + Local
Unique ID2 (If
positive match)

Biometric Template +
Local Unique ID1
Enrollment
Server(Biometric
Template Extraction and
Deduplication)

Enrollment
Server(Biometric
Template Extraction and
Deduplication)

Authentication
Server

Database

Authentication
Server

Database

`
Enrollment
data entry +
biometric
data collect

Process to
get polyunique ID for
patient

ORGANIZATION 1
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`
Enrollment
data entry +
biometric
data collect

Process to
get polyunique ID for
patient

ORGANIZATION 2
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Results & Next Steps
• Tests included approximately 200 HIV and/or TB patients, and ~100 students all from the
Right to Care clinic and WITS University in South Africa
• Survey results showed that the solution was very well accepted by the patients with HIV and
TB. Both fingerprint and iris biometrics were used.
• Iris enabled perfect matches across clinics. Fingerprint yielded very small rejection rates, but
would likely not scale. We expect a combined Iris and Fingerprint approach to scale best in
production.
Next steps – Incorporating FHIR
• Testing the addition of an extension to Patient Resource that includes a pointer to biometric
data in formats that already have their own standards in the biometric domain (e.g. NIST).
• Reframing the patient tracking problem as linking different Patient Encounters (within a clinic
or across clinics) using Patient Resource and its attributes (demographics + biometrics). In this
approach we see mismatched Patient Resource records within a clinic or across clinics
harmonized automatically depending on the quality / probability of the biometric and nonbio.
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American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA)
Driver’s License Data Verification
Service
PHILIP QUINLAN

About AAMVA
The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA)
is a tax-exempt, nonprofit organization developing model programs
in motor vehicle administration, law enforcement and highway
safety.
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Driver License Data Verification
DLDV provides commercial and government entities with real-time
capability to verify DL/ID credentials with data from the issuing
Jurisdiction
Secure Identities / Fraud Prevention
Commercial /
Government

AAMVA/DLDV

Jurisdictions

By connecting Jurisdictions and Industry, DLDV creates a uniform
solution for secure identities
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DLDV system
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Jurisdiction participation
WA

VT
ND

MT

MN

OR
SD

ID
WY

NE
UT

CO

MI
PA

IA

WV
VA

KY

MO

KS

MD

OH

IN

IL

NV
CA *

NY *

WI

OK

NM

MS
TX

AL
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DE
DC

GA

LA *
FL

* CA (12.1%) - SSA only
* NY (6.3%) - SSA only
* LA (1.5%) - SSA only
* AK (0.2%) - SSA only
** SC (1.5%) - Government only

HI

NJ

SC**

AR

AK*

RI

NC
TN

AZ

ME
NH
MA
CT

Fully Operational
Plan to Participate – In Progress
Participation Under Review

# States
39
4
8

% Ppltn
83.3%
6.3%
10.5%

Cumulative
39
83.3%
43
89.5%
51
100%
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Contact

Philip Quinlan
Vice President, Business Solutions
AAMVA
4401 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22203
(o) (703) 908-2894 (c) (571) 338-1375
pquinlan@aamva.org
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